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Walmart’s Web site has a large number of products for customers interested in goats. The books are important for those interested in raising goats.

**Products**
- Noir NaturalsAGEOFIGMS Age Of Innocence Goats Milk Bar Soap Unscented -3-Pack ($16)
- Goats Milk Glycerine Soap Kappus Soap 4.2 oz Bar ($2.00)
- Nubian Heritage 566968 Shea Butter Infused With Goats Milk And Chai 4 Oz ($10.08)
- *Raising Goats for Dummies*
- *Storey's Guide to Raising Dairy Goats: Breeds, Care, Dairying, Marketing*
- Montchevre Crottin Fresh Goat Cheese, 3.5 oz
- *Beatrice's Goat* (childrens’ book)
- *The Backyard Goat: An Introductory Guide to Keeping and Enjoying Pet Goats*
- *Goat Song: A Seasonal Life, a Short History of Herding, and the Art of Making Cheese*
- *Extraordinary Goats: Meetings With Remarkable Goats, Caprine Wonders & Horned Troublemakers*
- C.O.B. With Molasses: Three Grain Mix Farm Animal Feed, 40 lb
- *The Complete Beginner's Guide to Raising Small Animals: Everything You Need to Know About Raising Cows, Sheep, Chickens, Ducks, Rabbits, and More*
- *Cheese for Dummies*
- *Artisan Cheese Making at Home: Techniques & Recipes for Mastering World-Class Cheeses*
- *Organic Hobby Farming: A Practical Guide to Earth-Friendly Farming in Any Space*
- *Stackpole Books Natural Soap Making*
- The Definitive Guide to Canadian Artisanal and Fine Cheese
- *The Guide to West Coast Cheese: More Than 300 Cheeses Handcrafted in California, Oregon, and Washington*
- *Chickens in the Road: An Adventure in Ordinary Splendor* (childrens’ book)
- *Cowgirl Creamery Cooks*